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Roadside Multimedia Launches New Website Which Exemplifies Modern
Dental Web Design

Roadside Multimedia has been in the Dental Web Design business for over 10 years,
specializing in Cosmetic Dentistry Websites, and their new website demonstrates the cutting-
edge technology and boutique-level service the bring to clients. The new site is unique in the
Dental Web Design industry, being modern, unique, SEO-optimized and Social Media friendly.
Coupled with the friendly, personal service offered by the entire Roadside Multimedia team, it
is no wonder they have been an industry leader for years.

(PRWEB) May 08, 2010 -- Roadside Multimedia, an industry leader in Dental Web Design, launched its own
brand new, cutting-edge, Web 2.0 website Roadside Multimedia. It is everything their clients’ websites are
made to be- Beautiful, Getable, Findable, Measurable, Mobile and Social.

“We’re excited to be able to reach out to current and new clients with this website,” says Chris Mackey, owner
of Roadside Multimedia. “It was a long time in coming,” adds co-owner Shannon Mackey. “We are so excited
to showcase the technology that is crucial to the two audiences a 2010 website must appeal to- potential clients
and search engines. Having the best of the both worlds- a moving presentation and dynamic CMS for content-
is so crucial to success in the online world.”

Not only does Roadside Multimedia create beautiful Dental Websites, but also works with their clients to get
the most out of the sites, using the latest Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques, ensuring excellent
placement on all major search engines.

Roadside Multimedia also works with the Doctors to help them reach out to their patients by using Social
Media and Blogging, via personal communication and their blog Hands On Dental Marketing, as well as their
own use of Social Media such as Facebook and Twitter.

“Dentists today are demanding an online marketing plan that is accurate and easily measurable,” points out
Ethan Austin, Roadsides Director of Client Development. “They want to track conversions from their online
marketing. We listened- and our new website shows how Roadside tailors the site design to each dentist's
specific goals.”

Roadside Multimedia is moving to the best marketing machine available for dental web design. The dentists
that are working with Roadside know they can move from their old template-style website to a new, cutting
edge website which marks them as different and the expert in their field. Roadside Multimedia is proud to be at
the forefront of technology, and plans to continue to be there for years to come.
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Contact Information
Ethan Austin
Roadside Multimedia
(360) 658-2626

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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